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Putting the plan into action!

Now that we are at the beginning of a new year, it is
the right moment for reflection. We look back at a
year in which a virus made the world stand still. This
pause gave us the chance to rethink and redesign our
strategies. Our Minister of Economic Development took
this opportunity to redesign the economic model for
Curaçao. In the feature article titled ‘Putting the plan
into action,’ he outlines the ambitious plan step by step.
Embedded in this plan is the National Export Strategy
(NES) that Curaçao’s government has been working on
in cooperation with the International Trade Centre in
Geneva. The NES identifies six priority sectors that the
government will continue to develop in collaboration with
the local private sector. This edition of REACH delves into
some of these actions.
We also look at the power of our diasporas. A diaspora
is a group of people with the same native country or
people who identify with a specific country/culture who
live dispersed throughout the world for different reasons.
Considering the number of Curaçaoans residing abroad, it
makes good sense to explore the possibilities of engaging
more with this group for value creation.
Yu di Kòrsou’s (YDK) live in almost every corner of the
world. Curaçao’s diasporas are internationally oriented
people and can settle anywhere relatively easily. As our
diaspora can be found throughout the planet and are
exposed to all kinds of developments, they make up a
prolific pool of knowledge that the island can tap into for
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mutual benefits. The ‘YDK Diaspora for Business Summit
is an initiative of the Ministry of Economic Development
to reunite the YDK ambassadors and help Curaçao’s
economy become more resilient and diversified. The
summit will tie global developments to local ones and
is an opportunity to give accurate information about
government plans, policies, and programs.
The first virtual edition took place from November
30th till December 2nd 2020 The Ministry of Economic
Development urges everyone that holds the island
dear to their heart, be it by birth, ancestry, or culture,
to participate by enrolling in the database www.
whatscookingincuracao.com/diaspora-summit.
The
summit was a premium occasion to identify business
opportunities, joint activities, studies, and other forms of
collaboration.
Curaçao is an ideal location to live and work remotely.
We welcome Remote Workers and Digital Nomads,
snowbirders and investors to make Curaçao their primary
choice for relocation. This edition gives more information
on the incentives package for migrant workers and other
opportunities.
If you are a location-independent worker looking for a
new place to settle, consider moving to Curaçao. Who
knows, maybe we can see you in Curaçao in this new
year! In the meantime, let’s make it a good one while we
continue pushing our plans into action!
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Minister of Economic Development, Dr. Steven Martina

Putting the New Plan into Action:

Curaçao’s Economic Resurgence

As the year 2021 dawns, nations throughout the world
are collectively assessing the economic damage caused
by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The infamous year
2020 has indeed caught us all off guard and served us a
figurative ‘punch in the gut.’
At the beginning of 2020, prior to the emergence of this
global pandemic, Curaçao found itself perched precariously
on the edge of a fiscal cliff. We were on the verge of
seeing several meticulously planned economic strategies
come to fruition, and the outlook for the economy at
the beginning of the year was positive. Projections
indicated that we would successfully overcome many
of the challenges that the island had faced from 2017 –
2019 and would be able to avert the impending economic
downfall. However, history threw us a curveball and by
the end of the first quarter of 2020, we found ourselves
in uncharted waters, with an immediate call-to-action to
re-strategize our Economic Development Plan in order to
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minimalize the impending economic disaster as a result
of the global pandemic.

The first question is, “How do we
survive?” But the next big question
is, as Dr. Steven Martina, Minister of
Economic Development, succinctly
put it, “How do we recover?”
Immediate Survival and Eventual Recovery
The new Economic Development Plan can be looked at
in the form of 2 simultaneously executed strategies. One
addresses the immediate need for survival with a focus
on Bankruptcy Avoidance for many local business entities
that are currently facing unsurmountable challenges,
while the other looks toward a medium and long-term
path to recovery with Sustainable Economic Development
and GDP growth over the following 5 to 7 years.
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BANKRUPTCY AVOIDANCE
ALIVIO Package
A Business Emergency Fund, referred to as the ALIVIO
Package, has already been implemented and is swiftly
providing much-needed relief to many business owners.
Its goal is to provide immediate financial assistance to
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME’s), to ensure
their survival and eventual recovery through until the end
of the COVID-19 crisis.
TBZO - The TBZO (Tijdelijke Bijstand Zelfstandige
Ondernemers) program has already spent over 15.0
million, providing financial assistance to over 3051
business applicants. Its timely assistance has successfully
rescued many entrepreneurs and is gradually seeing
a decrease in monthly applications. The program is
committed to providing assistance through until the end
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
NOW - The NOW (Nood Maatregel Overbrugging
Werkgelegenheid) program subsidizes up to 60%
of employee’s salaries for SME’s in an effort to retain
employment numbers during the pandemic. It has already
provided 80.0 million to 18,843 employees within 1327
local companies and successfully averted an impending
unemployment crisis. The positive effects of this program
have already begun to materialize, as we have observed
a decrease in monthly applications signifying a slow and
gradual start to economic recovery.
Credit Facility for SME’s - The development financing
entities, Qredits, Korpodeko and Obna, have activated
a credit program to assist SME’s in their continuity. This
program has already provided over Naf. 1.0 Million in
business loans to over 400 applicants and will continue
this lending program through until the end of the global
health crisis.
Ease on Loan Repayments – Private financial institutions
have also extended an ease on loan repayments,
including temporary grace periods for principal and
interest payments.
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Small Business Coaching Program - Since June of 2020,
the Ministry of Economic Development has provided
professional guidance and coaching to small business
entrepreneurs, with over 253 small companies taking part
in the program resulting in the creation of 369 coaching
trajectories from over 100 business coaches.
SME Training Program - Since July of 2020, over 800
employees and business owners have participated in
training programs to assist in the survival and recovery of
their business enterprises. To date, these programs have
effectively changed the course of an impending economic
collapse and will continue to provide that much-needed
lifeline to the most vulnerable sector of the business
community until the end of the COVID-19 pandemic.

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
The Road Ahead
As important as it is to attend to the urgent needs of
the business community, this is merely a strategy of
immediate survival and provides no outlook for Curaçao’s
long-term economic recovery. The road ahead has in
fact been forced to change its course in many ways
because of the unprojected economic damage due to this
health crisis. While many development projects already
underway will continue their plans, albeit on a somewhat
altered timeline, there has been a renewed focus on ways
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in which Curaçao can position itself in a more diversified
and sustainable manner in the future. This has brought
to light several key initiatives that promise to inject a far
more substantial stimulus to the economy. Through the
facilitation of the recent fiscal and economic relief accord
with the Netherlands, a number of key development
projects will now be realized in the near future.

STEP 1: ASSESS

In order to further inspect these key strategies, one
must first assess the position we find ourselves in
presently. An analysis, if you will, of “Where we are
today?”
When initially presented with an economic outlook
back in 2015, all indicators pointed in the direction of a
financial downfall by the year 2020 if corrective measures
were not taken. With a significant amount of debt
maturity; the expiration of several key tax legislations;
and the expiration of the lease contract with the refinery,
all expected to take place in 2020, it was projected that
Curaçao would find itself standing at the edge of a fiscal
cliff by the end of that year if nothing was done to change
the economic status quo.
With the current administration taking office in June, 2017,
the reality of the situation revealed itself to be far worse
than initially predicted. In addition to the aforementioned
obstacles there was: the crisis in Venezuela; a completely
non-operational refinery; the bankruptcy of several
significant business entities; the collapse of the Giro Bank
and an enormous public debt for 2017, that forced several
crippling measures to be taken in order to satisfy the
requirement of a balanced budget. Together, all of these
factors amounted to the perfect storm.
Rolling up their sleeves and immediately getting down
to work, the government quickly installed an economic
recovery plan, which when implemented over the course
of 2018 and 2019 was successfully able to change
the future direction of the Debt-to-GDP ratio, thereby
stimulating GDP growth and employment.
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Their hard-earned efforts were about to come to fruition
by the beginning of 2020, with a positive economic
outlook and projected budget surplus of 24.5 million for
the year. In fact, public finances had stabilized, Curaçao’s
OECD compliance rating had elevated to ‘Largely
Compliant’ status, and the tourism industry was thriving.
However, by the end of February 2020, as the rapid spread
of the Coronavirus swept across the globe, this trajectory
took a nose-dive. With tourism coming to a sudden and
complete standstill, and the collapse of the agreement
for the takeover of the refinery, the revised budget deficit
was now projected to resume its negative status and
reach an all-time low of over -800 million for 2020.
Shifting gears into survival mode, the ensuing strategy
was one of damage control and the preservation of
people’s lives. After the public health concerns were
stabilized and immediate financial relief programs
installed, the government was then able to focus on
recovery plans for the remainder of the year and through
till mid 2021.
As the island gradually re-opened its borders, we were
able to market ourselves as a ‘safe vacation destination’
and the tourism market is seeing a slow and steady
recovery. In addition, several cost-cutting measures
were implemented including: a 12.5% reduction in
employee benefits for public and semi-public entities; a
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25% reduction in benefits for Government Ministers and
Members of Parliament; and an aggressive cost reduction
in the Government budget and others. After successfully
achieving a transitory level of economic stability, the next
step is to implement medium and long-term strategies
in order to stimulate Sustainable Economic Development
for a newly revised road to recovery.

STEP 2: ASPIRE

The focus was then shifted towards the island’s
aspirations and asked the question, “Where do we
want to be?”
The resounding answer was, “To become a nation with a
vibrant, innovative and sustainable economy, recognized
globally as a premier place to live, learn, play, work and
do business.” In essence, to iconify Curaçao as connected,
sustainable, hospitable and innovative. With the ultimate
goal being to provide meaningful employment for the
population, an ambitious target was set to not only
prevent job loss, but to create 15,000 new jobs in the
period leading up to 2026.

STEP 3: ARCHITECT

The next step was to clearly define strategies and
development plans that would facilitate this goal.
As architects of Curaçao’s economic future, we
needed to provide answers to the question, “How
do we get there?”
Inspired by the expressions of the Noble Prize-winning
Economist, Paul Krugman (New York Times, August 6th
, 2020), the Prime Minister of the Netherlands, Mr. Mark
Rutte (August 14th , 2020) and the IMF Economic Outlook
for Curaçao and St. Maarten, (June 19th , 2020), Dr. Steven
Martina, Minister of Economic Development asserts, “Now
is not the time for fiscal austerity, slashing government
spending in an attempt to balance the budget. [To avoid
depression], now is the time for government to fill the
financing gap with financing in the short term, while
taking strong action to launch medium-term reforms
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and stimulus.” As such, a framework was created that
would lead to Sustainable Economic Development.
This framework was divided into the following three
development categories or building blocks: 1. Sector
and Area Development, 2. Export Development and 3.
Enablers for Development.
1. Sector and Area Development
The first building block in the framework for economic
recovery, is to further develop promising sectors to
promote a diversified economy. Through a means of
both public and private investments, 10 key sectors of
the economy will be targeted for investment due to their
significant growth potential. The identified sectors are as
follows:
1) Tourism
2) Financial Services
3) Renewable Energy
4) Science ,Technology and Innovation
5) Logistics (Airport & Maritime)
6) Trade Distribution and Export
7) Manufacturing
8) Cultural and Creative Arts
9) Transnational Education
10) Agriculture (Livestock and Fisheries)
Within these sectors, several areas on the island have
been proposed for development. Some of these plans
were already underway prior to 2020, while others have
been more recently proposed. They include:
RIF & Corredor - Encompassing the construction of
the Marriott Courtyard Hotel, Corendon Hotel (partially
completed), and the cleanup and future protection of the
mangroves along that coastline integrated with public
recreational spaces.
Zakitó – Encompassing the construction of luxury
condominiums to expand the Royal Palm Resort and
the installation of a marina at the Zakitó lake, and the
deconstruction of the Aqualectra electricity and water
plant and subsequent development of that area.
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Bullenbay – Including plans for industrial water waste
treatment, agriculture, installation of an LNG terminal,
expansion of the existing oil terminal and storage tanks,
bulk transshipment, service facilities and a mooring
location. These ambitious projects will be managed by
several state-owned enterprises, (i.e. CPA, RDK, CDMH,
CUROIL and AQUALECTRA) in collaboration with the Port
Authority of Rotterdam.

2. Export Development
A national export strategy has been created with a
strategic trade development roadmap to carry us through
to the year 2025. This second building block features
technology at the core, with plans to further develop
tourism, creative industries, financial services, port &
maritime services, ICT services and educational services.
Through the investment in technology within these
sectors, the intention is to increase trade facilitation
and trade information, promote trade & investment
and increase labor-skills and entrepreneurship. Several
sectors are regarded as key contributors to foreign
exchange income, (including tourism, international
financial services, bunkering, refining, transportation and
merchandise trade both within and without the Freezone)
and will be focused on accordingly.

Santa Martha – Private investment plans for the
development of a luxury resort and marina, with special
attention to environmental sustainability and protection
of the wildlife and nature within the area.
Downtown – The entire downtown area including both
Punda and Otrobanda has been informally divided into 10
zones under the ‘Invest Willemstad’ initiative. This project
is in an effort to further develop the city to be able to offer
a multi-faceted district with many business, residential,
cultural and recreational options, while still respecting
Willemstad’s historical integrity. Several key projects are
already underway, including the Luxury Condominium
Project at the Motetwerf, the Marichi Hotel, the Plaza
Hotel and The Pen Resort.
Other areas for development which are proposed for
commencement or continuation are: Caracas Bay, San
Juan, Casa Abao, Jeremi, Sint Nicolas, and East Point,
among others. Altogether these projects are expected
to ignite further vision and masterplans for future
development.
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3. Enablers for Development
The third building block for the framework for economic
recovery focuses on several structural economic reforms,
and key changes to certain macro-economic policies and
economic development policies, all of which will redirect
the economy of Curaçao towards a path of greater
efficiency, efficacy and prosperity.
Structural Reforms
These structural reforms fall under the realm of fiscal
reforms, social security reforms, changes within the labor
market and health sector, immigration policy and permit
process reforms among others.
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INVEST CURAÇAO
Most significantly, the core enabler expected to unleash
Curaçao’s economic potential is facilitated by the INVEST
CURAÇAO program. As part of the agreement recently
signed with the Netherlands, there is a subset of various
instruments including, guarantees on debt financing,
guarantees on equity financing, big ticket financing,
financing for innovation and early-stage financing,
amongst others. These instruments will be initiated and
granted in an effort to re-direct the economy.
With this fiscal insertion, put together with the
aforementioned structural and policy reforms, both
governments will collaborate to create a more attractive
environment for foreign and local investors. With an
increased investor confidence in the economy it will in
turn stimulate further activity throughout all tiers of the
economy, ultimately creating meaningful employment
for all. Several key funds have emerged as a result
of negotiations, including the Emergency Fund, the
Economic Recovery Fund and the Public Investment
Fund.
Emergency Fund - This fund is already up-and-running.
It serves to provide immediate financial aid to the sectors
of the economy that are hardest hit by the effects of the
global pandemic. This includes crucial payroll subsidies
(NOW Fund), and income support for the self-employed
(TBZO Fund). The duration of this Emergency Fund has
been secured through until the end of the COVID-19 crisis.
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Economic Recovery Fund - In an effort to increase
confidence in the minds of investors, this fund serves
to provide a guarantee on debt financing as well as a
guarantee on equity financing, with an added multiplier
as a key bonus. Other instruments include big ticket
financing, financing for innovation and early-stage
financing.
Public Investment Fund - Traditionally, the Curaçao
government was able to invest approximately 60 million
per year on infrastructure. With the additional funds
allocated by the government of the Netherlands, we
will now be in a position to invest 100 million per year in
various infrastructural projects that will serve to support
both existing and future private investments. In effect,
the INVEST CURAÇAO program will serve to create a fasttrack to economic stimulation.
To date, in terms of business retention, over 400 million
in financial requests from business owners to financial
institutions, and a further 700 million in business
development requests for financial institutions, have
been put on hold due to the increased risk of the unstable
economy. This fund will serve to unleash the impasse
that investors and financial institutions are currently
facing, and to regain economic momentum.
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Macro-Economic Policies
In addition to the above structural reforms, specific
changes and amendments will be made to various
monetary and fiscal policies in a deliberate effort to
change the current course of the local economy and to
expedite economic growth.
Economic Development Policies
Various development policies will also be enhanced
for certain sectors of the economy including SME’s,
cooperatives, energy, innovation, entrepreneurship and
the areas of science, technology and innovation in an
effort to both create and sustain existing jobs.
There should also be a focus on workforce development
to prepare the local workforce for the anticipated job
opportunities. Targeted training within the various growth
sectors will serve to ensure that labor supply and demand
needs will be satisfied as economic growth progresses.
In summation, the three building blocks identified
within this economic development framework are
the cornerstones for long-term Sustainable Economic
Development. Firstly, with the implementation of
purposeful strategies that target development within
specific sectors and areas of the economy (i.e. 1. Sector
and Area Development); secondly, with initiatives that
foster growth within the export arena (i.e. 2. Export
Development); and thirdly, with the identified structural
reforms and policy amendments that will serve to
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enable foreign and local investment (i.e. 3. Enablers for
Development), we will equip ourselves with the tools to
achieve our long-term objective to create: MORE JOBS…
BETTER JOBS…and BETTER LIVES.

STEP 4: ACT AND ADVANCE

This Sustainable Economic Development plan has
set forth some ambitious goals without forgoing
the immediate needs for financial survival that we
currently face. With a 5 to 7-year plan to retain
existing jobs and create an additional 15,000 jobs;
an investment goal of 1,500 million in private
investments and 500 million in public investments;
and a target to increase exports by 10%, the road to
economic recovery has been laid out clearly.
We have the building blocks necessary to ‘correct our
course’ and avert impending economic disaster, and the
fiscal tools needed to see this development plan through
to the end of its construction phase. We are well equipped
to stand at the end of this road to recovery with affirmative
answers to the question, “Have we arrived?” And more
importantly, the realization of this economic recovery
plan will present us with a strategic vantage point that
carries a clear-cut vision and subsequent action-plans
for further advancement in the future. We will be guided
by our focus to meet the needs of the present, without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their needs.
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Engaging with Curaçao’s diasporas makes sense.

Connecting with the diaspora, a good
business decision!
A ‘diaspora’ can be a very diverse group and the correct
meaning of the term is highly disputed. It sometimes
suggests a degree of homogeneity that is more
imagined than real. Therefore, the plural of the term,
namely ‘diasporas,’ is often used to emphasize the
diversity of people who identify as belonging to such a
group. During Curaçao’s first ‘YDK Diaspora Summit”, the
island will connect with its extensive diasporas all over
the world to explore possibilities and solutions for the
advancement of Curaçao. This article looks at strategies
that a country of origin can use to develop a mutually
beneficial relationship with its diasporas.
Typically, a ‘diaspora’ refers to people who locate their
ties, either through recent family history or more distant
historical memory, to a specific country or region other
than the one in which they are now residing. The ‘YDK
Diaspora Summit’ is the first attempt of the island’s
Ministry of Economic Development (MEO) to start a
sustainable relationship with its diasporas.
YDK stands for ‘Yu di Kòrsou’, meaning children of
Curaçao, a way that the people of Curaçao like to call
themselves. YDK is also a registered clothing brand name
that accentuates the pride of being a ‘child of Curaçao’.
By organizing this summit, the MEO wants to connect
more with its diasporas for business motives. Experience
of diaspora engagements show that it makes good sense
for a country to engage with its diasporas as this can
create several mutual benefits for more reasons.
Generally, a diaspora has three core elements: A spatial
distribution to form ‘transnational communities’, an
orientation to a real or imagined ‘homeland’, and a
sense of a distinct identity from the ‘host’ society. What
distinguishes a diaspora from the local population of
the area where they live is not necessarily skin color,
language, or even nationality, but rather a shared sense
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of connection to and identification with a more-or-less
distant place of origin. This might be a region, a country, or
a whole continent. Such a connection often goes together
with a desire to see that place develop and progress. In
this case, the place of connection is Curaçao, the island,
its people, and its culture.
Drivers for diaspora markets.
According to the International Trade Center (ITC) in
Geneva, diasporas’ consumer choices can have several
drivers. By understanding these, businesses can tap into
and make good use of the diaspora markets.
Nostalgia
Happy or touching memories of childhood in the country
of origin can drive diaspora members to select products
that take them back to a certain place and time and
provide positive emotional feedback. For this reason,
diaspora members may prefer a particular type of textile,
or a brand of condensed or powdered milk, even though
there might be cheaper or healthier options readily
available in their host country. Think about the YDK’s in
the Netherlands looking for condensed milk, ‘Glacial’
freshener, ‘Disiclin’ disinfectant, or ‘Fria’ soda drinks.
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Identity
The simple act of being part of a minority due to
migration can strengthen the sense of identity. Identity
is a significant driver of diasporas’ consumer choices to
confirm their identification with their country of origin
positively. Being part of the YDK community (in the
Netherlands or other countries where Curaçao’s youth are
studying) is such an identity.
Patriotism
Diasporas often have a strong sense of patriotism. In
many cases, they have come from a developing country
that is still looking for its path and a society that is still
progressing towards increased material prosperity.
Feelings of patriotism often drive consumer choices. This
creates exciting opportunities for local SMEs to engage
with this overseas market segment.
Community/Association
Diaspora members often like to get together. Suppose
their country/area of origin is still in a state of
development. In that case, diasporas may organize to
intervene and improve the conditions for the people still
living there, including purchasing goods and services
from the country/area in question. They can organize
parties or other events dedicated to the homeland and
organize a pressure group to support or oppose a specific
development.
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Cultural and religious affiliation
Religious and cultural practices can be strong drivers of
consumption in their own right. Besides that, they also
form the basis for other significant consumer choices,
such as the timing of a home visit, preference for specific
religious or cultural products, and identification with
particular brands and values. A sector that is well aware
of this cultural impact is the airline business. Curaçao’s
diasporas living abroad face high airline tariffs during the
Christmas holiday and Carnival season.
Social responsibility
It often happens that diasporas live in economic
circumstances that are more favorable than those in
their countries of origin. The home country can be going
through an economic downturn. There can be poverty,
disease, or environmental challenges. Some diasporas
may belong to certain vocational professions such as
health or education and feel guilt or distress that they
should contribute more to their country of origin.
This sense of social responsibility can influence social
action and consumer behavior. It can help create a
preference for products that will spread developmental
benefits to producers in origin countries.
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Tastes
Preferences for particular products may be formed by
factors that are shared by certain diasporas, such as the
craving for typical delicacies like ‘Bolo Pretu’ (black cake)
and ‘Ayaka’ (corn dough stuffed with stewed chicken).
Diaspora market characteristics
Characteristics of the Diaspora markets are affected by
a number of factors, such as the density of the diaspora
population, the degree of integration of the diaspora with
its host community, the degree of social mobility, and the
degree of comfort with information and communication
technology in general and social media in particular. All
these characteristics may be significant for an SME that
wants to tap into this overseas market. The diaspora
population density may be a significant factor, though
this depends somewhat on the characteristics of the
product in question and the available distribution
channels. Nonetheless, a high concentration of diaspora
members in a particular geographic location, such as the
YDK diaspora in the Netherlands of more than 100.000
persons, is preferable for an SME exporter than a widely
dispersed population scattered over large distances.
A high concentration of diaspora members in an urban
setting near commercial outlets is a particularly attractive
market. The degree of diaspora integration with host
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communities is another essential characteristic for
SME exporters to consider. On the one hand, a highly
segregated diaspora community may have a strong sense
of identity and dependence on products from its country
of origin. Such an isolated diaspora may be comparatively
easy for an SME exporter to access, but the market which
it represents may be limited for expansion beyond the
captive diaspora consumers to other consumers or even
the mainstream host community. On the other hand,
where diasporas are completely integrated with host
communities, they may have less demand for products
from their country of origin. The products that are in
demand, though, may enjoy comparatively easy and quick
access to more mainstream consumers because of the
high level of integration. The degree of social mobility of
diaspora populations is another aspect of these markets
which SME exporters should consider. While social mobility
may loosely link to potential- and disposable income, it
does not always translate automatically into demand for
products from the country of origin. Diasporas with high
degrees of social mobility may wish for a wide range of
exotic products that do not necessarily come from their
country of origin. By contrast, diaspora members with
less earning potential and lower social mobility may have
much narrower-conservative- tastes that are strongly
shaped by their experience in their country of origin.
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Remittances and the related money transfer services
are undoubtedly one of the most typical examples of
diaspora interactions. For instance, in Suriname, the
diaspora-owned and managed money transfer company
dominates the market, leaving the international giants
of Moneygram and Western Union far behind. Just as
important is diaspora-related tourism and travel. In
countries such as Suriname and Guyana, its impact
easily surpasses tourism from other market segments.
In many cases, these tourists carry large packages
when they come ‘home’ to visit, commanding additional
transportation services.

The degree of comfort with information and
communication technology in general, and social media in
particular, may be significant for an SME exporter’s ability
to communicate with diaspora consumers and determine
their preferences and choices. The demographics matter
a great deal in this context. In general, the younger the
diaspora populations, the more “tech-savvy” they are
likely to be.
The younger diasporas may be less susceptible to
nostalgia for products from their country of origin unless
specific tastes have been instilled in them by their parents
and elders. All these variables imply that exploiting
diaspora markets requires careful consideration and
research that tests the common assumptions.
Traditional products and services in diaspora markets
Food, beverages, textiles, clothing, music, films,
handicrafts, and home furnishings are just some of the
categories of products and services traded in diaspora
markets. Typical uses might include transportation
services, shipping, language training, various financial
services such as money transfers, transportation of
packages, insurance, savings, loans, construction services
(building a home in the country of origin), and elderly care
services. The music and film industry is also experiencing
major opportunities in this market, with recent examples
of the ‘D’music app’ and the featuring of films by local
directors in the Netherlands.
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Brands from home
‘Brands from home’ can appeal strongly to diasporas,
particularly when these brands have an emotional
content that brings their consumers back to a happy
time and place (even if this is somewhat imaginary). For
diaspora members, the act of migration often entails both
a sense of loss and gain. In many cases, parents relocated
and entered a life of uncertainty, sometimes involving
loss of social status, to give their children the prospect
of a better life. This can induce diaspora members to look
back to their country of origin with a sense of longing.
Brands from home can help fill this gap. On the other hand,
‘brands from home’ can also invoke the idea of something
new, exclusive, exotic, and inaccessible to others. Such a
brand promise may appeal to younger diaspora members.
While less likely to look back longingly on their country
of origin (to which they might themselves never have
been), they might see this country not just as a way to
express their identity but also as a developing area with
bright prospects on which they could tap for their career
advancement and fulfillment.
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of cosmetic products Etos in the Netherlands, this local
producer does not limit itself to the Diaspora market but
targets the mainstream market.

Back to my roots
‘Back to my roots’ is a Facebook Page of Renshonique
Antonia, a second-generation YDK who was born in the
Netherlands to Curaçaoan parents. After having visited
the island for short and more extended periods, she
decided to ‘return’. On her Facebook page, she shares
her experiences with other re-emigrated YDKs and e
ncourages other diaspora youngsters who have ‘returned’
to express their thoughts. This Facebook community
illustrates how younger diaspora members can fulfill their
identity need.

How to tap into the diaspora market.
As a market segment, diasporas are not well-defined.
They are very different in different countries. They have
several characteristics and do not respond the same to
the various products from their home countries. In short,
it means that diaspora markets require considerable
footwork to translate their potential into profits. Although
they offer a great export potential for enterprises from
their country of origin, this potential is difficult to exploit
without thorough market research. While the idea of
servicing diaspora markets is not new, there are still few
tools or databases available to help enterprises approach
them. The unpredictability of the diaspora markets has
to do with their structure. They often involve subsets of
consumers organized on a shared but complex sense of
identity. These are aspects that may become more salient
at different times in the lives of diaspora members. The
products in question, the characteristics of the diasporas
and their associated markets, and the political, economic,
and social conditions of both the country of origin and the
host country all help define a company’s offer to diaspora
markets. These factors should not be taken for granted.
Exporting SMEs should conduct systematic marketing
research when targeting the diaspora.

A review of some ‘brands from home’ produced by the
Curaçao Manufacturers Association members shows
that some are already tapping into the diaspora markets.
Some examples are Glacial, Senior & Co Curaçao of
Curaçao liqueur, Disiclin disinfectant, Fria carbonated soft
drinks, Ponche Caribe, Lovers juice & dairy products, and
the herbs and teas by the Dinah Veeris brand. There are
other ‘brands from home’ that could follow in these steps.
Think of Café Barista coffee, teas from the Twiss and
Simia brand, and the newer brands such as DushiU soaps,
Bunita make up products, and the YDK clothing brand.
A local brand that has surpassed the Diaspora market
and targeted a general wellness market is the Curaloe
brand. By selling directly through the mainstream chain

The combination of a willing SME with a willing diaspora
alone is not enough to ensure a mutually beneficial
relationship. A suitable enabling environment is also
necessary, as various support structures must be in place
to successfully establish “win/win” connections between
SMEs and the diaspora. Diasporas need to be motivated
to engage with SMEs from their country of origin. As
stated before, that alone is not enough to translate
their potential into increased trade. Both the supply and
demand for diaspora resources need to be facilitated
through an enabling environment. Even if an SME willing
to partner with a diaspora finds a diaspora willing to do
the same, any aspirations for fruitful contacts are likely to
go astray if the correct environment is not in place.
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Diaspora supply, enabling environment, and origin
country demand.
Experience shows that, for the SME-diaspora exchanges
to be mutually beneficial, there must be a combination
of three factors: the Diaspora Supply, an Enabling
Environment, and Origin Country Demand. Over the
years, many countries such as China, India, and Israel
have successfully coupled their diasporas’ talents and
resources to strengthen their economies and achieve
broader development goals. These countries have paid
close attention to enabling conditions, and not just to
the supply of and demand for diaspora resources and
skills. Many countries in Africa are taking an increased
interest in engaging with their diasporas to strengthen
SMEs’ growth prospects. Ghana, for instance, is actively
targeting its diaspora in the USA and the Caribbean. It had
even proclaimed the year 2019 as the year of ‘return’ and
realized numerous visits from its widespread diaspora
with that strategy.
While many of these countries have willing diasporas
and eager SMEs, they may realize more results by paying
adequate attention to creating an appropriate enabling
environment for exchanges to take place. The diaspora
business has remained mostly under the radar. However,
cases such as the ‘Golden Krust’, a Jamaican diaspora
offering Caribbean food in more than 125 locations in
North America, show that it makes good sense to explore
this business and ensure the enabling framework for it
to thrive.
The impact of diaspora engagement by SMEs is sculpted
mainly by the conditions in place, both in the diaspora’s
host country and its country of origin. While SMEs
themselves have a limited influence on the environment
influencing their abilities to engage in productive
relationships with their country’s diaspora, they must
recognize the essential components of an enabling
environment. Such an environment will help them
distinguish when the time is ripe for engagement and
gain the ability to convey the problems they face at the
policy level. In this context, the ‘enabling environment’ is
not the same as that discussed in a more general business
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context. In general, the ‘enabling environment’ includes
aspects like favorable taxation policies, easy access to
financing, access to advisory and consulting services, a
high level of human capital, and a culture that celebrates
and rewards entrepreneurship. In this case, it encourages
explicitly productive contacts between diasporas and
SMEs from their countries of origin.
Feeling of transnationalism

The concept of ‘transnationalism,’ being related to
a diaspora member’s sense of personal identity, is
always a subjective one, although it also has objective
effects. First-generation diaspora members are likely
to experience transnationalism in a very different way,
whether socioeconomically, mentally, or emotionally, from
their children or their grandchildren, some of whom may
not have any direct experience in their country of origin
and may not even speak the language of their country
of origin. Think about the second generation YDK’s in
the Netherlands, who barely speak Papiamentu but still
like music in Papiamentu. The country of origin needs to
foster a sense of transnationalism in its diasporas to keep
contact with them and maintain a sense of attachment to
their roots.
Examples of these are China, which uses its media to
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reach out to youths of Chinese origin, and Israel that
funds “Birthright Israel” trips for Jewish youths around
the world. Fostering a strong sense of transnationalism in
a diaspora is essential for SME engagement with diaspora
members overseas. It may even spur some of them
to engage more strongly or even return to live in their
country of origin. With a good strategy, Curaçao’s SMEs
can surely benefit from the re-emigration of the diaspora.
Social integration of diasporas
Cultural, linguistic, and other differences between a
diaspora and its host society can place diaspora members
at risk of discrimination and marginalization in their
host countries. As such, the governments of countries
with diaspora populations need to play a constructive
role in combating xenophobia and helping diaspora
communities’ social integration. SMEs in the country of
origin should understand the degree of social integration
of the diaspora in its host country, as it will affect the
potential market size and opportunities for plugging its
products in the host society.
Creating a sound migration framework
Any country needs to have an adequate system to oversee
and regulate migration. This system is an essential
factor in increasing diasporas’ human development and
regulating their presence in the host country.
Without a sound migration framework in place, many
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diaspora members may go unreported or undocumented,
thus making them difficult to access for any SME.
Curaçao can realize this migration framework through
bilateral agreements between the host country and the
country of origin. In the case of the migration of YDK
to the Netherlands, the diaspora members can quickly
go unreported as they have the same nationality. Their
willingness to be part of the database of YDK is thus wholly
voluntary. The hosting of this annually recurring summit
and its follow-up events will be critical to developing this
diaspora framework. For it to be successful, there must be
a win/win outcome for both parties in which the diaspora
and Curaçao’s SMEs or the community as a whole, feel
that it makes sense and that they are benefiting from the
relationship.
Diaspora groups and associations play significant roles
in enabling diaspora members’ participation in the
public life of their host countries. The Netherlands,
for instance, has a decades-long history of so-called
‘Antillean organizations. Nowadays, these are not so
active anymore but can still play an important role in
stimulating the diaspora agenda. For instance, they can
help send resources back to Curaçao by linking diaspora
members with the right SMEs. This idea is not new. Some
governments have successfully promoted interaction
with diaspora associations.
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The National Export Strategy for Curaçao is
progressing despite Covid-19.
person consultations with stakeholders. Online is not the
same as in person, so hopefully in 2021 we can go back to
the in person consultations and move the process much
further. But in the meanwhile we will continue working. In
January 2021 the Curaçao Export Council will be launched.

Despite the constraints related to the Covid-19 Pandemic
which made it difficult to travel and to have physical
consultations in Curacao, we still progressed and are
thankful to the more than 100 persons from the Public
and Private Sector that participated online in the various
consultations and interviews to give input for the
development of the National Export Strategy for Curaçao.
Nine strategy teams were set up – one for each priority
sector and function in the NES, except tourism. Curaçao
opts for a full-scale National Tourism Export Strategy.
Covid-19 has proven the vulnerability of the sector and
the Government wants to make the sector more resilient.
One consultation has been held with all nine teams, along
with a number of one-on-one discussions with the team
leaders. Progress with the various strategy teams has
been hampered primarily due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
which has removed the possibility of travel and holding in-
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Curaçao Export Council
The Curaçao Export Council (CEC) is an independent council
tasked with supporting the implementation of the NES. It
provides the leadership and the coordination necessary
to implement the strategy. The Curaçao Export Council
acts in an advisory capacity to the Cabinet of Ministers on
matters relating to trade and competitiveness. The CEC
has a number of critical roles, including:
1. Coordinating implementation of the NES by the
government, private sector organizations or other
implementing partners;
2. Identifying and recommending allocation of required
resources;
3. Recommending to the Cabinet of Ministers policies
that support the implementation of the NES;
4. Monitoring and measuring implementation to ensure
that targets are being achieved, and taking corrective
action where necessary;
5. Revising and updating the NES so that it continues to
respond to the needs and long-term interests of the
business community.
The CEC was established on June 22nd 2020, though a
decree nr. 20/484. The CEC is composed of an equal
number of public and private sector/civil society
representatives. In effect, it brings together all those
decision makers who have a bearing on international
trade and competitiveness. It is chaired by the Minister
of Economic Development. It meets on a frequent and
regular basis. The CEC can set up ad hoc task forces or
specialized subcommittees to assist it in its work.
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About the National Export Strategy
Like many small islands in the region, Curaçao is especially vulnerable to the effects of climate change and
financial turbulence – and now the COVID-19 pandemic.
The National Export Strategy identifies technology, in particular digital solutions, as a way to strengthen and link
all economic activity in Curaçao.
To diversify the country, the National Export Strategy identifies six priority sectors that have the potential for
high growth, adding value to exports and foreign exchange earnings. These sectors include:
• IT services
• education services
• port and maritime services
• tourism
• creative industries
• financial services
These sectors are reinforced by trade support functions to benefit all firms and exporters within the economy,
and include:
• trade information
• trade promotion
• trade facilitation
• skills and entrepreneurship

Crucially, the concept of ‘e-government for business’ underpins the entire framework. This means transitioning
relevant government services to online platforms to make doing business easier and more efficient. The challenges
the country now faces due to COVID-19 magnify its existing weaknesses. The National Export Strategy is well placed
to tackle these weaknesses head-on and outlines a path for an economically diversified and resilient Curaçao. Specific
and detailed sector and functional plans are being created in consultation with stakeholders that have a bearing on
the future success of Curaçao’s export sector during the next stage.
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@home in Curaçao

Curaçao’s Convenient Working
and Living Program
A Feasible Economic Alternative

The economic crisis emanating from the COVID-19
pandemic is of alarming concern. It has significantly
altered businesses’ normalcy and trade, and compelled
governments and authorities to adapt to the new normal
and find alternative routes to keep the economy running,
especially the islands whose economies heavily rely on
tourism. Curaçao, as a tourist destination, is not exempt
from the deleterious and uninviting consequences of the
pandemic.
To curb the situational economic downturn, the
government of Curaçao has launched the program ‘Curaçao
Convenient Work and Living’ that promotes extended
stays and remote working in Curaçao. The program
aims at bolstering the economy by attracting Digital
Entrepreneurs/Nomads, Hibernators, or snowbirds, and
those seeking residency, to come, work, and live on the
island for up to 12 months. The development process of
this program started four months ago, on July 27th, with
various public and private stakeholders and authorities
teaming up for this purpose.
The group consisted of the Ministries of Economic
Development (MEO) and Social Development and Labor
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(SOAW). Other participants were the International
Financial Sector and Curaçao Bankers Association, Curaçao
Airport Partners, Ernst & Young, and Immigration. The
island’s ministerial council approved and welcomed the
program. The primary target countries for this program
are the U.S.A. and the Netherlands. The applicants should
present an annual income guarantee and should be 18
years old or older. They should also show a clean criminal
record, a certificate of good conduct, proof of travel
insurance, a copy of their birth certificate, and proof of
employment with a legitimate company. The company
can also be a sole proprietorship. The application has
opened since December 1st, 2020.
Apart from the aforementioned primary target groups, the
program also aims at highly skilled migrants. In this sense,
the focus is on those with linkages to the international
financial sector and Fintech, yachting owners desiring
to enjoy Curaçao’s convenient and safe haven, and
residence start-up. These are people who want to start a
technological or non-technologically innovative business
on the island.
Curaçao’s beautiful island, nice weather, sun, beaches,
and vibes, are too rich and diversified to be stewed.
Working and living in a beautiful and motivating place is
way more productive than in the four brick and mortar
walls of an office.
Let’s beach work!
Visit www.athomeincuracao.com for more
information and to submit your request!
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Curaçao’s Creative Industry, a
sector with export potential.

2020 was particularly successful for Curaçao’s movie
makers. The film Buladó, directed by Eché Janga, won
the most prestigious film award of the Netherlands, the
Golden Calf for the best feature film. Another outstanding
production, the documentary Atardi, directed by Selwyn
de Wind, about the life of the famous local folk singer,
Rudy Plaate, also gained international recognition and
now features in theaters in the Netherlands after its
premiere in Curaçao and Aruba. Both Atardi and Buladó
showcase the export potential of the local creative sector.
The Creative Industry has been identified as one of the
island’s sectors with growth- and export potential by the
Curaçao’s National Export Strategy STDR. According to
this study, this industry, also referred to as the Orange
economy, is a diverse sector and builds on the interplay
between human creativity, knowledge and technology.
As such it interfaces with several other sub-sectors,
including design, animation, film, audio-visual, arts,
literature, cultural festivals and performing arts.
The island’s rich cultural heritage, based on influences
from the Caribbean, North America, Africa, Europe and
Latin America, creates a vibrant and unique cultural
identity. This constructs the ideal platform on which
to promote this sector. Most creative industries rely on
highly-skilled, creative, and motivated individuals.
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These are often young people. Developing this sector
could help to reduce youth employment. A critical
necessity, considering its rate of almost 42% compared
to the general unemployment average of 17% in 2019,
according to Curaçao’s Central Bureau of Statistics.
The Orange Economy sub-sectors are generally not
capital intensive and do not rely on economies of scale for
their competitiveness. This makes it feasible for Curaçao
to become internationally competitive in this segment
within a short period. The remarkable achievements of
Buladó and Atardi on an international level, support that
assumption.
Buladó is a Curaçaoan drama and premiered at the
Netherlands Film Festival in October 2020 where it won
the Golden Calf for Best Feature Film award. It is also
selected as the Dutch entry for the Best International
Feature Film at the 93rd Academy Awards film.
Atardi is a documentary that narrates the life story of a
legend of Curaçao’s popular music. The film is of particular
value for its genuine portrayal of this versatile musician,
composer, farmer, sportsman and fierce advocate of
songs in the Papiamentu language.
Visit www.curacaofilmoffice.com for more information..
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The genesis of an economic push

Opportunity in Curaçao’s
maritime and yachting industry

Throughout history Curaçao has been well-known for its
beautiful natural harbors. With the famous Anna Bay on
top, the island counts on the presence of several other
wharfs and bays, such as the Piscadera Bay, Caracas
Bay, and the Fuik Bay. These are now at the center of a
strategic 10-year plan to develop the harbors of Curaçao
for maritime and yachting services. The Minister of
Economic Development Dr. I. Steven Martina recently
announced this project during a press conference.
The strategy implies the promotion of the yachting sector
through a sustainable economic exploitation of five
yachting facilities. Potential harbors for this purpose are
Spanish water, Piscadera Bay, Kaba Kuchi, Santa Martha,
and Zakitó. The master plan was developed by a collective
effort of a task force consisting of five related organizations.
The Curaçao Ports Authority (CPA), the Curaçao Tourism
Board, the Ministry of Economic Development (MEO) and
the Department of Urban Planning (ROP) joined forces
and came up with an interesting scheme. The process
was financed by the foundation for the development of
logistics projects SLS. The proposal has been approved by
the ministerial council. To start with the implementation,
two potential harbor sites have been selected, Zakitó and
Santa Martha. The execution is now in the start-up phase,
while the development of the other aforementioned
harbors will start in the new year. The development of
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Zakitó and Sta Martha requires a considerable investment
of 26.3 million guilders (NAF) and will birth 300 jobs. In
addition to the employment opportunities, it will cause
an annual GDP growth of 0.4%, give an added value to
touristic products, and increase consumption for tourists.
The success of the strategy, as phrased by the minister,
hinges on various critical factors among which astute
husbandry of the harbors is of utmost importance. A new
bespoke managerial department will be created within
the CPA. There will be a one-stop-shop to facilitate and
streamline the process and help develop the yachting
infrastructure for reparation and replacements. The island
will be promoted as a “safe haven” located outside the
hurricane belt. The most interesting news according to
the minister; “We do not have to start from scratch. Most
of these potential yachting sites have already undergone
a certain degree of development”. The improvement
of these two harbors alone will lead to an increase of
about 300 jobs and a significant macroeconomic impact.
The sustainable impact of the other yachting potential
facilities will be substantial.
The yachting sector is surely an emerging economic pillar
for Curaçao which will be maximized in the coming years.
“With this, we have a concrete initiative to continue
developing our economy”, said the minister.
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Third countries are also eligible for funding

THE EUROPEAN GREEN DEAL

The new “Green Deal” is the last call of the Horizon 2020
funding program of the European Union (EU) which
started in 2014. The new deal aims at using Research
and Innovation (R&I) to tackle climatic challenges and
protect ecosystems and biodiversity. The ultimate goal
is to make Europe climate neutral in 2050. By the end
of 2025 specific tangible results should be realized. The
European Commission has made a billion Euros available
to fund the program.
The Green Deal program is part of the so-called nondevelopment funds of the EU (non-EDF). In this case, its
purpose is to provide funding to help solve or prevent
climatic problems. Regarding third country participation,
the European Green Deal call is open to the world and
encourages international cooperation to a great extent.
The ‘user participation rule’ is applied, which implies
that application for funding should be submitted by a
consortium of at least three member States of the EU in
which interested third country participants can also join.
They can submit their proposal through this consortium.
The projects funded under the Green Deal calls are
expected to deliver results in ten areas. Eight thematic
areas such as energy, circular economy, biodiversity,
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ecosystem etc. Next there are two areas that help
strengthen knowledge and empower citizens to achieve
the transformation set in the European Green Deal
program. Some third countries are automatically eligible
for this funding, while others have to use the established
co-funding mechanisms. It is therefore important for
interested third countries to get familiar with the goals
and specific priority of The European Green Deal.
Another requirement is the ‘user application rule’ for
third-country participants which are not directly eligible.
Third-country participants can find specific information
about funding on the ‘Funding & Tenders portal’ of the
European Commission’s website.
Specific participatory questions and issues can be
addressed bilaterally with the National Contact Points via
their platforms and emails. Interested parties in Curaçao
are also eligible for funding from the European Green Deal.
Deadline for submission of applications is 26 of January
2021. Selection of projects is expected to start in autumn
2021. For more information they can contact the EU Desk
Curaçao at eudeskcuracao@gobiernu.cw.
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Blue Economy: a proposal for
Island 2 Island partnership and
collaboration

“For most of history, man had to fight with nature to
survive; in this century he is beginning to realize that, in
order to survive, he must protect it.” Jacques Cousteau
The Blue economy provides a roadmap to economic
growth and a sustainable exploitation of Maritime wealth.
It is forecasted to be doubled by 2030, compared to the
$ 1.5 billion estimation in 2010. The ocean is filled with
potential, and maritime related sectors will be flourishing
whether directly or indirectly.
The development of maritime technology will help us to
better exploit and harness the sea potential to create jobs
in the sea-related sectors; fishery, energy production,
aquaculture tourism, etc. The ocean is now seen as a
major means for economic growth. The sea has many
crucial natural functions as it provides food and minerals,
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it generates oxygen and absorbs greenhouse emissions,
and attenuate the impact of climate change. Irrespective
of its functions and provisions, the ocean is not limitless.
A non-sustainable approach to the blue economy may
cause a worsening state of the sea, a significant lack of
maritime resources, and future economic contraction.
As 90% of the volume of world trade is carried out
by the sea, its non-sustainable exploitation will be
perilous to international shipping and have far-reaching
consequences. In November 2018, world leaders, for
the first time, gathered in Nairobi to discuss and set the
standard for the future of the blue economy. To have
a prosperous blue economy, it is a prerequisite that
the eco-system remains healthy and an international
consensus is reached in order to sustainably manage the
ocean resources.
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The blue economy conference, in its core, sought to
establish international platforms with cooperative
regimes to make sure that the sea remains a source of
food, jobs, and stability for us and upcoming generations.
The blue economy is not wasteful. It is appropriately
designed to be circular and to fully benefit people and
the planet. The sector employs about 1% of the global
workforce - 1.2 to 1.9 billion and contribute 2.5% to
the world GDP. Taking into consideration the increasing
growth of the sector, it is notable that it is still in cradle.
Introducing sustainable policies in the blue economy
is highly feasible because it is in its earliest state of
development. The development of the blue economy is
not uniform, for it depends on several internal factors
such as maritime zone, existing economic activities,
issues related to cultural and social norms, etc. As the
internal needs are different, then each country is required
to draw its own vision for a sustainable ocean economy.
However, the commonalities of efficiency and cleanliness
are to exist. To facilitate this task, data and best practices
should be shared between nations. Pollution is a major
issue thwarting sustainable economic exploitation of the
ocean. It transcends national borders and has cascade
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effects. This represents a threat to the international
sector of the blue economy and it requires a global
participation in order to mitigate or stop it. Policies to
combat water pollution are draft, but sometimes remain
merely on paper. There is a conflicting interest between
the three major sectors in the blue economy; fishing
industries, crude oil production, and aquaculture. But the
goals is to sustainably and equitably balance the interest
of the sectors. Economic trends, lack of investment in
Human capital, and inadequate care for marine resources
are the challenges identified by the World Bank as
factors for a prosperous and sustainable blue economy.
Addressing these three (3) aforementioned challenges
are prerequisites to fully and responsibly harness the
wealth of the ocean.
Blue Halo Initiative for the conservation of the ocean
The Ocean has served as a source of income for Curacao
through Trade and Maritime Transport, Coastal and
Maritime Tourism, Fisheries and Aquaculture, and as
a source of (sustainable) energy production, water
desalination and research. Through the Waitt Institute
program for the sustainable conservation of our ocean we
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are part of the Blue Halo Initiative which supports island
nations in the conservation of their oceans by assisting
with data gathering, policy development, strategies
for the conservation of life below water, sustainable
fishing, healthy coral reefs and by eradicating land based
pollution. Through the Partnership with Waitt Institute,
Curacao has been able to develop and implement several
strategies and maintains one of the best visibility and
spectacular coral reefs in the Caribbean. Blue Economy
seeks to promote economic growth, social inclusion and
the preservation or improvement of livelihoods while at
the same time ensuring environmental sustainability
of the oceans and coastal areas. Blue economy has
diverse components, including established traditional
ocean industries such as fisheries, tourism and maritime
transport, but also new and emerging activities such
as offshore renewable energy, aquaculture, seabed
extractive activities, and marine biotechnology and
bioprospecting. A number of services provided by ocean
ecosystems, and for which markets do not exist, also
contribute significantly to economic and other human
activity such as carbon sequestration, coastal protection,
waste disposal and the existence of biodiversity.
Island 2 Island Blue Economy partnership
As an Island we are in the best position to advice and
share best practices with other islands. Therefore, the
Government of Curacao has engaged into an Island 2
Island cooperation strategy through which it can share
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and receive information, solutions, collaborate and
support other islands. Through its participation in the UN
Local 2030 Island Network it works towards localizing
the SDGs for islands. Through its participation in the
Virtual Island Summit and Network we offer island grown
solutions to other islands in the fields of technology and
sustainability. We envision a collaboration platform or
alliance among the OCTs, and among the ORs, between
the OCTs and the ORs and also with the EU Islands and
another external parties like for example the Eastern
Caribbean States or other conglomerate of islands in the
Pacific or Indian Ocean. Through this partnership, the EU is
able to empower the groups of islands to collaborate and
share island-grown solutions and expertise or collective
approaches to solutions or programs for Blue Economy.
Blue Economy Projects in Curacao
A. The Deep Sea Industry (DSI) and the Ocean Science
and Technology Park (OSTP),
The Deep Sea Industry and the Ocean Science and
Technology Park, will be our Flagship Blue Economy
project for Curacao. While the traditional Blue Economy
activities will continue to be of great value for Curacao,
new and more innovative and sustainable projects have
been identified. The realization of the Zakito District
Cooling System on Curaçao is expected to create a
business opportunity for the secondary use of the Deep
Seawater (DSW) from that development. As Deep Sea
Water can be described as having four benefits;
It is cold, concentrated in dissolved inorganic nutrients,
free of pollutants and contaminants, and consistent in
these qualities 24/7, 365 days in a year, it is a solid basis
for new innovative economic spin-off. A project team
has been appointed and is working, on the strategic plan
encompassing concrete deliverables for new economic
activities for Curacao. It has been proven in other locations
(Hawaii and Japan) where deep seawater is being utilized
that many opportunities exist for creating a wide diversity
of successful research, development, demonstration and
business enterprises.
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The primary benefit of setting up an Ocean Science
and Technology Park, will be measured by the creation
of high-quality employment opportunities (jobs), tax
revenues and direct and indirect economic benefits to
local economy. Furthermore indirect benefits to the
economy will be realized as a result of all of the support
and service industries that will be needed to build and
support the operation of the OSTP.
B. Proteus by Fabien Cousteau: Research for the
future of humanity
“We must dare to dream bigger and look to our ocean as
part of the solution” Fabien Cousteau
The “underwater version” of the International Space
Station is coming to Curaçao. “PROTEUS will be integral to
giving back to our future generations that which we have
taken for granted.” The project will be built off the coast of
Curaçao at a depth of 60 feet. Another promising project
in cooperation with Fabien Cousteau, the grandson of the
late Jacques Cousteau. Renowned ocean explorer Fabien
Cousteau has announced his plans for PROTEUS, a project
that’s being built as the “world’s most advanced scientific
research station and habitat.” According to Cousteau, as
our life support system, the Ocean is indispensable to
solving the planet’s biggest problems. Challenges created
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by climate change, rising sea levels, extreme storms and
viruses represent a multi-trillion-dollar risk to the global
economy. Surprisingly, despite the Ocean representing
over 99% of our world’s living space, only 5% has been
explored to date.
PROTEUS, contemplated as the first in a network of
underwater habitats, is essential to driving meaningful
solutions that protect the future of our planet. The
knowledge that will be uncovered underwater will forever
change the way generations of humans live up above.
PROTEUS will be more than four times bigger than any
previous underwater habitat; it will include everything
from sleeping quarters to labs to a “moon pool. It will be
powered by hybrid energy sources including wind, solar
and ocean thermal energy. It will also have the world’s
first-ever underwater greenhouse.
“Our incredible Caribbean sea holds immense riches yet
to be fully discovered. The economic potential of having
the first underwater space station located in Curaçao’s
waters is enormous, from job creation to tourism.” Dr.
Steven Martina, Minister of Economic Development of
Curaçao.
For more, visit the Fabien Cousteau Ocean Learning
Center.
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Omega Engineering and its OWAC technology

Local engineering company
receives international energy
awards

The Ocean Water Assisted Cooling (OWAC) project of
Curaçao’s engineering company Omega Engineering Inc,
continues to gain international recognition. The latest
credit as National Winner for the Energy Globe Award is the
third international reward that the company has received
for its groundbreaking technological invention. Anthony
van Sprang founder of the company feels honored and is
excited about the advantages that the OWAC system can
offer.
“Our technology gives more energy-saving than all
the modern energy-saving air conditioners on the
market”, says the inventive engineer. The international
acknowledgment for this advantage is growing. In
2017 Van Sprang received the title of ‘Energy Engineer
of the Year’ for Latin America and the Caribbean from
the American Association of Energy Engineers, based
in Atlanta. This year he figured on the cover of the
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July edition of the magazine ‘Enterprise Technology
Review’. The magazine describes the OWAC project a
technological harmony with nature. The company is now
listed among the national winners of the Austrian Energy
Globe Award, one of the most prestigious global awards
for sustainability worldwide. It represents Curaçao
with its OWAC technology. OWAC is a hyper-efficient
industrial cooling system for islands in the tropical region.
It is specifically adequate for the Caribbean islands and
comparable arid regions and can reduce air cooling costs
up to 60% or more. This cooling machine can handle the
treated seawater, without any corrosion damaging the
internal mechanics of the chiller. So there is no need
for a cooling tower, chemical treatment, potable water
consumption, and a large pump for the condenser water.
For this reason, the technology is considered sustainable
and suitable for use in remote areas. As a Caribbean island,
Curaçao has a year-round hot and humid climate. Tourism
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is one of the major industries, with ongoing developments
in hotel construction and supporting industries and
their housing requirements on the island. However, the
economic and environmental cost of cooling in these
regions is very high as some areas are not connected
to the electricity grids, making them dependent on
electricity from diesel generators. There are efforts to
increase electricity production through wind and solar
plants but there are still invariants in the distribution of
the electricity, leaving some hotels without power.The
pilot project for OWAC was executed in a government
building close to the sea where the energy consumption
dedicated to cooling with the old system used to be
about 45 Watt per square meter. After the installation of
the OWAC system, the energy consumption dropped to
9.5 Watt per square meter, a reduction of 79% in energy
consumption. The technology is designed in such a way
that a purpose- and custom-designed ionization system
prevents any settlement of marine life in the intake and
filtration system. The specially adapted custom-built
chillers are equipped with the correct material sequences
to withstand the natural corrosiveness of seawater.
The technological development has led to the combination
of ocean water with high technology, eliminating the
corrosive effect of ocean water, which produces a
sustainable long-term solution for economic industrial
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cooling to the islands. The solution is bankable and in
general, has a return of investment of between 1.6 and
5.6 years. It is also scalable and portable due to a modular
setup of the required cooling capacity in the application.
If Omega Engineering Inc is selected for the Energy Globe
Award, this will be the third international recognition for
OWAC technology. A clear sign that Curaçao provides an
adequate location for the development and testing of
groundbreaking technological solutions.
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E-gaming development in Curaçao

E-sports, an estimated 1.1
billion industry Curaçao has the
potential to explore
E-sports have been growing into a full industry during
the past years and surprisingly, there is great interest
and possibilities for Curaçao in this industry. Juan Luis
Mauricio thinks that Curaçao has everything it needs to
explore this estimated 1.1 billion industry.
Juan Luis Mauricio is an IT specialist in the online betting
sector and amateur gamer. He gave us some insights
about E-sports in Curaçao. He also hosts the radio
program ‘Ball is Life’ at the radio station 88 Rock Kòrsou.
“I consider myself mostly an E-gamer. I play for fun”,
Juan Luis stated. He thinks that Curaçao has some really
talented players who could aim to do this professionally
and we could also use Curaçao as the Caribbean hot spot
for E-sports.Wikipedia defines E-sports as follow: “a
form of sport competition using video games”. E-sports
often take the form of organized, multiplayer video game
competitions, particularly between professional players,
individually or as teams. E-sports mimics the experience
of watching a professional sporting event, except
instead of watching a physical event, spectators watch
video gamers compete against each other. Believe it or
not Curaçao has many good players with international
potential. This is definitely an industry we need to keep
an eye on. Last June, the amateur gamer hosted the final
of the Curaçao Gaming League. This event was a live
FIFA 20 competition and took place at the Madero Beach
Club. ‘I am happy to have been part of the event. It was
a great experience. Seeing so many young people come
together and enjoy the games and competition, makes
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me proud. The organization in charge of the competition
did a great job and it was beyond our expectation”,
Juan Luis explained. The competition attracted a large
crowd of young male gamers that participated. This is
no surprise since E-sports are worldwide dominated by
males. “Curacao has the potential; we have great teams
and people interested in E-sports. This is definitely an
industry we can explore and benefit of”, according to Juan
Luis. “If all the correct partners join and develop a plan
of action, Curaçao can be the perfect spot to organize
more gaming competitions in the Caribbean”. During the
first stage of the pandemic Covid-19 that is still unfolding,
many economic sectors were affected. But for other
sectors it was the perfect time to grow. The E-sports
industry had a big boost because of the pandemic. With
all traditional sporting events on hold across the world,
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many gambling fans have turned to e-sports, and as a
result this can be also beneficial for the gamers aiming
to become professionals and play at the highest levels.
Now more than ever, gaming is providing a way to remain
socially connected despite being physically isolated.
“E-sports could be another economic industry on the
island. We experienced already big local companies
interested in E-sports that sponsored the first edition of
the Curaçao Gaming League. We also had a great number
of local audience”, Juan Luis emphasized. Business Insider
Intelligence estimated; “viewership will grow at a 9%
compound annual growth rate between 2019 and 2023,
up from 454 million in 2019 to 646 million in 2023”. The
increasing audience and engagement activities, many
live streaming of games, and increasing infrastructure
for the tournaments are key factors driving the market
growth. Juan Luis also explained that there are some
infrastructural aspects Curaçao might have to work on,
like better internet connection if we really want to explore
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this industry. The professionalization in the industry
has created worldwide lucrative opportunities for game
developers, gamers, influencers, and event organizers.
This is the perfect place for business and Curaçao could
benefit from it. “The government and other interested
partners could invest in this and help create the right
platform where the young people interested in E-sports
can develop their talent”, Juan Luis explained. He also said
that for many years people have tried to denigrate gaming
by stating that violent games affected the mental health
of people, but this is proven not to be true. “E-sports can
be seen as any other sport. Professional players have their
own teams consisting of cooks, masseurs, coaches, etc. It
is the same as any other sport but just on a digital field”.
To finalize Juan Luis states that as with anything you want
to achieve in life, you have to be dedicated and invest a lot
of time to perfect it. “If you want to be a gamer or achieve
anything in life, just go for it and do it. For the gamers,
keep practicing and make us proud!”
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EZShop Curaçao

CURINDE’s Virtual Market Platform

EZShop Curaçao is the name of the virtual marketplace that
the Industrial & International Trade Development Company
NV (Curinde), has introduced as an e-commerce solution for
local companies. This platform simplifies the e-commerce
enterprise and brings this possibility into reach at an
affordable rate. The need for virtual business is now greater
than ever.
Curinde is determined to assist its customers on this path.
The benefits of EZShop are multiple. EZShop is a simple
but effective e-commerce plan. Companies can set up their
e-commerce shop on this platform without the hassle of
having to create and maintain their own website. With a few
easy steps, the merchant can open a shop on Curinde’s Virtual
Marketplace and start selling, dispatching, and receiving
payments. At first, Curinde intended to serve its customers
only, but the organization realized that the whole local
business community could benefit from EZShop. The Virtual
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Marketplace was developed by Harlee Oseana of the local
ICT company Data Innovations that helps companies analyze
their processes and manage their data. According to Curinde,
EZShop is not just another webshop. It provides a platform for
companies to set up their online store or profile. It has specific
features for the wholesaling business, is multi-lingual, and
comes with a reliable payment solution. Each provider has its
own space and shop on the platform, that can be managed
independently. The goal is that one can set up an e-commerce
shop in one business day and start selling at once. The design
of the features and the presentation of the stores take into
account that some clients, such as pharmaceutical companies,
do not want to offer their products on a general consumer
market. These companies normally promote their products
through brochures and follow a specialized selling process
based on the product. EZShop gives them the possibility to
open a public- or private store where the visitor has to ask
permission to access the shop by opening an account first.
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This gives the seller the chance to apply a vetting process before accepting a customer. The merchant can decide its content
and presentation. There is a search feature based on name, product/service, or business category. It will display the products
and all the stores that sell them. The dynamic website is updated continually and has its own dedicated servers on a data
center with no third-party limitations. The set-up of the platform is to continue building on trust and relationships.
EZShop offers four packages. From a simple company profile listing to a multiple store option. Depending on the
selected package, the stores can be presented together in one space or separate.
EZShop packages
• Basic profile listing: showcasing contact information and the services offered.
• E-Commerce package: log-in portal, dashboard, profile information, and 1 shop.
• Premium package: log-in option/dashboard, profile information, and 2 shops.
• Ultimate package: all the above and as many shops as the customer wants. A tool for import, export, and
inventory management. Data- and order management, back-office functions. Can link the EZShop store with
other online systems and inventory management systems. Possibility to have private- and public shops.
The Premium and Ultimate package post the company logo on the EZShop homepage and offers cross-selling options.
Each shop will get exposure by simply being on the platform. It is possible to pay with Credit Card, online banking, and
the Pagadera payment system that creates the possibility for shops to receive payment through the Maestro system.
Pagadera is an e-wallet provider on the payment network that is fully integrated into the EZShop platform.
Contrary to existing payment systems, Pagadera sends the order information to the bank. The bank receives the digital
invoice and makes the payment for his client. The seller (merchant) will see in his statement that he has received the
payment. In the payment processing, there is no exchange of financial information between buyer and seller. All the
local banks can become a provider of Pagadera, the same as they offer Master Card and Visa. As long as there is money
on the account, the customer can pay through Pagadera. This can be done from their smartphone. All the money that
enters via Pagadera always goes through a bank. The bank knows the customer and the authorities can always trace
the person.
For more information visit www.ezshopcuracao.com
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Report of the Permanent
Commission for International Trade
and Foreign Economic Relations
Capacity building
As a new acceding country Curaçao is in dire need of
capacity building. The secretariat of the WTO was very
helpful in setting up a training program together with
the Permanent Commission. The main stakeholders were
invited to participate in the training. About 40 persons
from different backgrounds and organizations enrolled in
the program consisting of 33 subjects, covering trade in
goods (Part 1), trade in services (Part 2) and Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)(Part 3).
Part 1 will be finalized in 2020 while parts 2 and 3 will be
finalized in 2021. The participants are also encouraged to
enroll in online training and webinars of the WTO to gain
more insights into the different aspects and subjects of
the WTO agreements and trade related knowledge.

Development related to the Independent Membership
of Curacao at the World Trade Organization
Since its acceptance on March 3, 2020, by the General
Council of the WTO to established a working party for the
accession of Curaçao to the organization the Permanent
Commission for International Trade and Foreign
Economic Relations started working on follow-up plans
to achieve this goal. Together with the Secretariat and the
Accessions Division of the WTO steps were planned and
set in motion. These include capacity building programs
and the preparation of the Memorandum of Foreign Trade
Regime (MFTR). Substantial progress has been made in
getting the key players on board for the benefit of the
development of the accession.
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The development of the Memorandum of Foreign Trade
Regime (MFTR)
The accession process of the WTO is initiated by
submitting a Memorandum of Foreign Trade Regime.
This document describes the status of the country with
respect to its readiness to participate in international
trade and its ability to commit to international trade
agreements.
The MFTR covers an array of subjects related to trade
policies and trade legislation of in this case Curaçao. To
have a comprehensive document the contributions of the
main stakeholders are imperative. The main stakeholders
in this phase of the accession process consists of
government and semi-government organizations and a
few private sector organizations.
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Progress of the Bilateral agreements and preferential
trade regimes
The Ministry of Economic Development of Curaçao has
adopted a strategy to pursue its vision of becoming
an export nation. To this end Curaçao is negotiating
bilateral trade agreements with countries in the region.
These countries are Colombia, the Dominican Republic,
Suriname, Trinidad & Tobago and Aruba.
Colombia: Based on a signed trade negotiation roadmap
the negotiation between Colombia and Curaçao is almost
in its final phase. Dominican Republic, Suriname, Trinidad
& Tobago, Aruba and CBERA are next.

Trade Facilitation
REX introduction
Since 1 January 2020, the REX system is applied by the
Overseas Countries and Territories (OCTs) in the context
of the Overseas Association Decision (“OAD”), Council
Decision 2013/755/EU, as amended by Council Decision
(EU) 2019/2196. The Registered Exporter system (the
REX system) is a system of certification of origin of goods
based on a principle of self-certification. Therefore, as
from 1 January 2020, tariff preference will be granted
at import in the EU on products originating in OCTs
only on presentation of statements on origin made out
by registered exporters. Certificates of origin EUR.1 or
origin declarations made out by approved exporters are
no longer admissible in the EU. All the companies that
want to export to the EU have been informed of this new
system. It alleviates in having to fill in the time-consuming
EUR-1 document.

International Trade and has also joined the commission.
The last addition to the Permanent Commission is Mr.
Dennis Arrindell with an economic background. They have
all been assigned positions in different work areas of the
commission.

The working groups
In the context of the various dossiers and in view of
the expected increase in the number of dossiers, it
was decided, in accordance with the work plan, to
adjust and/or set up the working groups as follows.
• Working group 1 (Goods): Mr. Leopold Raphaela,
and is supported by Mr. Jairo Herrera
• Working group 2 (Services): Mr. Guido Rojer
• Working group 3 (Statistics and analyses):
Mr. Dennis Arrindell
• Working group 4 (Contact management): Mr. Said
Hensen is entrusted with the management of
contacts with the various countries.

Strengthening the Permanent Commission
Together with the increase of bilateral trade agreements
and the requirements of a WTO membership also
comes the growth of the workload for the Permanent
Commission. For this reason, the Permanent Commission
has been strengthened. In this respect three professionals
have been added to the Secretariat of the Permanent
Commission. Miss Solains Tomasa has a legal background
and has joined the commission to support the secretariat.
Mr. Guido Rojer is a lecturer at the University of Curaçao in
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Mi Negoshi, support for local MSMSs
‘Mi Negoshi’ is a project that the Ministry of Economic
Development (MEO) initiated in 2018 to support local
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). During
the pandemic lockdown, this project’s value, which
brings in a team of local advisors to coach the MSME’s,
was more than evident.

requisities to start a business, intellectual property rights,
and training about their daily management. Several
entities support the ‘Mi Negoshi’ program, namely CITI,
Fundashon Marshe, Korpodeko, the Curaçao Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, the Tax Department (BAB),
OPTNC, Qredits and the EU desk Curaçao.

‘Mi Negoshi’ offers policy suggestions for small business
development and includes a digital platform on which the
MSMEs can find information on doing business, relevant
events, activities, and government instructions. The
website also has a training platform with workshops and
courses for entrepreneurs. It helps the MEO to gather and
improve statistics on MSMEs and introduce programs
to help the entrepreneurs deal with the effects of the
COVID-19 crisis.Launching this website in 2018 was an
essential first step towards promoting entrepreneurship
and MSME development. Mi Negoshi is for companies at
all stages, be it a start-up, a company in its growth stage,
or affected by the pandemic and in need of redirection.
Additionally, this project provides company owners with
valid and useful training and information about important
matters like innovation, information technology, the legal

During the pandemic, Mi Negoshi expanded its services
to its customers with coaching sessions. Customers can
choose three areas of interest to receive coaching. This
COVID-19 health crisis and its global traumatizing effect
created situations that put the MSMEs’ resilience at the
test. In a weird way, the consequences of this crisis also
speed up automation and innovation in companies. For
‘Mi Negoshi,’ this signals an exact order for the MSMEs to
step up their innovation game.
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The plans for ‘Mi Negoshi’ include extension of its service
to the MSMEs and more collaboration with the EU Desk
Curaçao and ultimately guide the MSME with potential to
export. The supporting platform will develop databases
with statistics on Curaçao’s businesses and the impact of
‘Mi Negoshi’s’ assistance on their progress.
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Mi negoshi is available via www.minegoshi.org.
At the beginning of 2020, the Ministry of Economic Development (MEO) collaborated with Bric to gain more insight
into the local Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in Curaçao. In the vein of this collaboration, we launched a new
platform for small and medium companies on the island named the MiNegoshi Database.
This platform, developed by Profound, not only gives MEO broader insight into the needs of small and medium
companies in Curaçao but also helps them to develop the right support and policies from the government for
them.
The company Bric’s contribution to this venture has been its contact management module (CRM), which is the
database behind the scenes. This gives MEO access to all registered company profiles, files, notes, and much more.
Also, Bric built a custom dashboard that gives MEO more insight into the local market.
So if you are an entrepreneur in Curaçao looking to get your business off the ground, visit the website here:
https://minegoshidatabase.com/.
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Reach your potential
reach-curacao.com

